Author Bio
SHORT BIO:
Jean Lee is a Wisconsin born and bred writer excited to share her young-adult fiction with those who love to
find other worlds hidden in the humdrum of everyday life. Her first novel, Fallen Princeborn: Stolen,
debuted in November 2018, from Aionios Books. She also blogs regularly about the fiction, music, and
landscapes that inspire her as a writer (https://jeanleesworld.com/). You can find Jean on her site, as well as
on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram under the handle @jeanleesworld.
~*~
LONG BIO (A Letter from Jean):
I started telling stories before I knew how to write them, filling pages with pictures and audio cassettes with
words. This passion for storytelling grew every year to become not only my focus of graduate study, but also
an escape from abuse and savior from postpartum depression. That savior has since transformed into the
young-adult dark fantasy Fallen Princeborn: Stolen.
Stories are the fire that warms the soul. They melt fear, ignite hope, and spark relationships like nothing else.
I’m honored you seated yourself here by my hearth to enjoy my fiction’s light. Please feel free to visit often,
for there are many treasures bizarre and fantastic in my imagination waiting to speak with tongues of flame.
Then we can talk about the writers that refuel us, and the stories that stir us like marshmallow sticks poking
a campfire’s embers. Let’s send the fire’s sparks flying like so many fireflies into summer’s night, and invite
more out of the cold darkness.
I would love to hear from you, O Awesome Reader! Here’s how to contact me:




You can reach me at jeanleesworld.com. Please subscribe to my email list to get updates on the
Fallen Princeborn series, receive free e-books, and explore some cool writer stuff like inspiring
music, writing tips discovered while reading, and interviews with fellow YA authors.
You can find me on Twitter and Instagram (@jeanleesworld).
You may also email me at jeanleesworld@gmail.com.

And if the spirit should move you, please write a review of Fallen Princeborn: Stolen on Amazon.
Read on and share on—
Jean Lee
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